Wanted: Information about an O-2B, tail number 67-21446. Did you fly it? The new owner would like very much to talk to someone who flew it in South East Asia. (Wanted-201016).

I was contacted by a guy who recently purchased the last flying O-2B. There are others out there, but as far as I know, this is the only one with a current airworthiness certificate and registration.

(Note, he just bought it with this paint. I have no idea what this is supposed to represent.)

Anyway...it served in SEA with the 9th Air Commando/Special Operations Sqdn. He is interested to know if anyone flew it, if anyone has pictures, or any history on it. He plans on repainting it in SEA Psyops camo as soon as he can. (Note, I did find a picture of it from 2008 at DMAFB. It was in USAFE camo...and missing an engine, both props, and nose wheel.

Chris M.

If these pictures stir a memory, please contact Christopher Mayer<br>nail28@cox.net>

(Wanted 201016)
This second picture shows the left side with the USAF tail number.

(Wanted 201016)